
BTG presents: Diamond Fruits
Experience an unparalleled light show that will leave you dazzled – welcome to Diamond Fruits, 
where the mesmerizing power of Megaclusters™ converges with dynamic four-way reactions, 
creating a celestial display of symbols that split and interact on an astronomical scale! 

Each spin pulls an array of large and smaller symbols from the cosmos, triggering electrifying wins 
and pixel-powered triumphs of up to 100 symbols at once. Prepare for an explosive adventure with 
the Wild Cannon Bonus, triggered after three exhilarating reactions. Watch in awe as random Wilds 
ignite the screen, infusing a thrilling twist into your gameplay. 

Embark on an epic journey as you achieve eight thrilling reactions in the base game, unlocking 
the ultimate reward - Free Spins. During each Free Spin, watch as the screen bursts to life as the 
unlimited Win Multiplier amplifies your pixels to cosmic proportions! Combine the Win Multiplier 
with the Wild Cannon Bonus for a truly pixel-pumping thrill. 

With Bonus Buy, you commandeer a cosmic journey on demand, immersing yourself in the full 
splendor of Diamond Fruits’ fruity riches.

HIGHLIGHTS
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• Megaclusters™ for explosive reaction action.
• Wild Cannon adds a thrilling twist.
• Free Spins with an unlimited Win Multiplier.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins

Min Stake €/£/$ 0.20

Max Stake €/£/$ 30 (Max Exposure 250,000) or 75 (Max Exposure 500,000)

Features

Max Win

4 (MegaclustersTM, Wild Cannon, Free Spins, Bonus Buy)

6,650x

Game Type

RTP

Volatility

MegaclustersTM Reactor

95.61% - 96.24%

Very High

GENERAL INFORMATION



Comment RTPOSS IDOSS Game Type

95% version with Bonus Buy diamondfruits 95.61%diamondfritsv195

diamondfruits diamondfruitsv1096% version with Bonus Buy 96.24%
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Following three exhilarating reactions, brace yourself for the explosive Wild Cannon Bonus. Witness the screen come alive as 

an array of 5 to 15 Wilds materialize at random, adding a thrilling twist to your gameplay. And don’t forget, the Wild Cannon 

Bonus isn’t limited to just the base game – it’s also poised to strike during your Free Spins, keeping the excitement at its peak 

throughout your entire cosmic journey.

The captivating force of Megaclusters™ intertwines with the magic of dynamic four-way reactions, resulting in a cosmic 

spectacle where symbols burst forth, split and interact on a grand celestial stage. During each exhilarating spin, between 7 

and 25 positions of the 5x5 board will come alive, filled with either a single large symbol or four smaller symbols. With every 

electrifying win, each winning symbol is replaced by a 2x2 of the smaller symbols, igniting new opportunities. Witness the 

unfolding spectacle as wins with the smaller symbols shift in a direction of their own choosing, while new smaller symbols 

emerge to generate new pixel-powered triumphs. With the potential for up to 100 symbols on screen simultaneously, Diamond 

Fruits offers bountiful victories beyond your wildest dreams. 

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME FEATURES

BIG TIME GAMING | DIAMOND FRUITS

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Diamond Fruits, MegaclustersTM and Bonus Buy. The game is responsive 
to any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

Download the full promo pack: HERE  

MegaclustersTM

Wild Cannon

Indulge in the delightfully fruity excitement of Free Spins with Bonus Buy! Press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 8 Free Spins 

for 50 times stake and dive straight into the heart-pounding action.

Once you’ve achieved eight thrilling reactions within the base game, brace yourself for the ultimate reward – 8 Free Spins 

await, with an extra Free Spin granted for each subsequent reaction beyond the eighth. During each Free Spin, a minimum 

of 11 positions on the board will come alive, ensuring an action-packed experience. The Free Spins Win Multiplier, ignites at 

a modest one and progressively amplifies by one after every reaction. Watch in awe as your winnings soar to astronomical 

heights, fuelled by the multiplier’s captivating effect. But the cosmic thrills don’t stop there. The epic Wild Cannon Bonus 

bursts into action after a mere three reactions, filling the screen with a breath-taking array of 5 to 15 Wilds, transforming your 

gameplay with its cosmic power. And the adventure continues following eight reactions within a single Free Spin, you’ll unlock 

an additional three Free Spins and each subsequent reaction beyond the eighth brings forth another Free Spin, allowing your 

journey to extend further into the stars.

Free Spins

Bonus Buy


